A haptic floor for interaction and diagnostics with goal based tasks during virtual reality supported balance training

Haptic floor design, together with a standing frame and a virtual reality used for generating postural perturbations. The system was designed to identify postural disorders during balance training and rehabilitation progress outside specialized clinics, e.g. at patient’s home.

Abstract

Background: Balance training of patients after stroke is one of the primary tasks of physiotherapy after the hospitalization. It is based on the intensive training, which consists of simple, repetitive, goal-based tasks. The tasks are carried out by physiotherapists, who follow predefined protocols. Introduction of a standing frame and a virtual reality decrease the physical load and number of required physiotherapists. The patients benefit in terms of safety and increased motivation. Additional feedback – haptic floor can enhance the virtual reality experience, add additional level of difficulty and could be also used for generating postural perturbations. The purpose of this article is to examine whether haptic information can be used to identify specific anomalies in dynamic posturography.

Methods: The performance and stability of closed-loop system of the haptic floor were tested using frequency analysis. A postural response normative was set up from data assessed in four healthy individuals who were exposed to unexpected movements of the haptic floor in eight directions. Postural responses of a patient after stroke participating in virtual reality supported balance training, where collisions resulted in floor movements, were assessed and contrasted to the normative.

Results: Haptic floor system was stable and controllable up to the frequency of 1.1 Hz, sufficient for the generation of postural perturbations. Responses obtained after perturbations in two major directions for a patient after stroke demonstrated noticeable deviations from the normative.

Conclusions: The intensive training, which consists of simple, repetitive, goal-based tasks. The tasks are carried out by physiotherapists, who follow predefined protocols. Introduction of a standing frame and a virtual reality decrease the physical load and number of required physiotherapists. The patients benefit in terms of safety and increased motivation. Additional feedback – haptic floor can enhance the virtual reality experience, add additional level of difficulty and could be also used for generating postural perturbations. The purpose of this article is to examine whether haptic information can be used to identify specific anomalies in dynamic posturography.
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Introduction

It is estimated that in addition to current 6 million stroke survivors, 1.1 million new stroke events occur each year in the European Union alone (4000/year in Slovenia – National Institute of Public Health). Due to changing demography, it is expected that this number will rise up to 1.5 million by the year 2025.1 Stroke is one of the major causes of neurological injury and often results in an acute hemiparesis of upper and/or lower limbs. As a consequence of weakened sensory-motor capabilities, balance capabilities are often reduced, regardless of age, sex and side of the stroke.2,3 Reduced postural stability and poor balance limit the subject’s functional capabilities that often result in falls and reduced quality of life. Falls constitute a serious problem for patients because they are fairly common after discharge from hospital.4 Often they could be identified using simple clinical tools5 and thus decrease their frequency.6 However, this is usually effective at hospital/inpatient treatment only (average 43.75 falls or slips per year during rehabilitation of patients after stroke between 2008 and 2011, URI-Soča, Slovenia). Any fall within the hospital results in changes of the therapeutic program and serious injury may also interrupt the rehabilitation. Restoration of balance capabilities is a rather complex task, as postural control involves various sensory and motor systems controlled by the central nervous system. There have been several attempts to “replace” natural sensors and actuators with artificial7 ones or apply human-computer interfaces between the neuromuscular system and sensory-motor systems,8 but numerous studies have shown that intensive physiotherapy with goal-oriented approach in acute, sub-acute and chronic phase could increase the effectiveness of neurorehabilitation treatment of patients with sensory-motor difficulties.9 These studies gained the importance of neurorehabilitation.

The most commonly applied physiotherapy for balance restoration has been a conventional balance training (CBT) that consists of exercises being performed during standing between the parallel bars. With support of verbal and tactile cues patients holding the parallel bars gradually shift weight bearing to the affected lower limb. The level of difficulty is increased with weight shifts in various directions and addition of arm activities. Those activities require both arms and hands action, e.g. reaching for a ball. Often two physiotherapists help the patient after stroke to maintain upright posture while exercising. The task is rather exhausting for all and is nearly impossible to ensure reproducibility.9 Introducing a standing frame10 to help the patient maintain an upright posture may decrease physical effort of the physiotherapist and also ensure safe balancing. The standing frame equipped with passive springs enabled two-degrees of freedom inclination in the sagittal and frontal plane at the level of the pelvis and prevent the patient from falling.

Adding biofeedback may draw attention and increase the motivation of the participating patients. Using virtual reality (VR) as visual biofeedback offers several advantages, while it does not have any negative impact on the motor learning ability of a patient.11,12 The VR provides a promising tool for designing simulated, interactive and multi-dimensional environments. Designed task could be adapted to the progress of the individual’s cognitive and motor capabilities, enabling gradual neuro-motor control learning. Among the advantages of the VR supported rehabilitation is that physiotherapist is relieved of strenuous and repetitive work, and the subject can immerse into the given task and interact with the virtual environment. Besides, the system can assess data and analyse information to complement the clinical tests in functional assessment.13 Recently several successful applications of VR in neurorehabilitation of upper-limb dysfunction,14,15 balance training16 (e.g. BalanceMaster, NeuroCom, USA, and Wii-Fit Balance Board, Nintendo, Japan)19,20 and gait17,18 in patients with impairments of the neuromuscular system have been demonstrated. Nintendo, introducing Wii in 2006 with accelerometers in the handle, has made a great success in the recreation of elderly people19. Later it was also introduced to the rehabilitation medicine, more success-
fully for upper extremity re-education, but also with pilot trials of balance training in people after stroke. BalanceMaster comprises handles or harness for support in the case of fall, while the low-cost game-oriented systems like Wii do not offer any safety option for people with neuromuscular impairments. In spite of rapid grow of VR technology supported devices, some studies reported on limitations, such as transfer of experience in the real world, dizziness when using 3D applications, etc. Some of the applications for the upper extremities were combined with haptic interfaces not only to interact with VR environment, but also to provide the necessary adaptive support, e.g. rehabilitation robots. However, we have not found any VR interactive haptic interface for balance training, except for studies reporting on findings on postural control strategies that applied devices for mechanical/hydraulic postural perturbations. Besides, generating postural perturbations to elicit postural responses has been an issue for decades. Successful trials with horizontal platform movement as well as perturbation at the level of the pelvis are reported Thus we considered developing a universal platform for balance training and directional postural response assessment.

The aim of this paper was to present development of a novel device which enables postural response assessment in multiple directions during VR supported balance training. In a short proof of concept study we demonstrated the capabilities of the device and the principle of balance disorder assessment.

Methods

Subjects

Normative setting group (NG) consisted of four male subjects, without any neurological, visual or orthopaedic disorders, with the mean age 28 (s.d. 3.7) years, mean height 1.77 (s.d. 0.07) m and mean weight 75.5 (s.d. 11.9) kg. Additionally a patient after stroke participated in the study; a female 55 years of age, height 1.67 m and weight 80 kg, left side hemiparetic, 5 months after the ischaemic stroke, required assistance during walking, but could maintain vertical posture, with acceptable vision abilities and a mini-mental state examination (MMSE) score of 27/30. The post-stroke patient was selected on the basis of the following inclusion criteria: 1) ability to maintain upright posture and balance while standing in a standing frame, 2) stable medical condition, no other neurological or musculo-skeletal impairments or heart failure (New York Heart Association Classification Class I and II), 3) without psychotropic medications, and 4) with sufficient cognitive abilities – performed well on simple tests of short term memory and be able to follow two-step directions.

All participating subjects gave their informed consent to participate. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the University Rehabilitation Institute of the Republic of Slovenia on 4 June 2012.

Equipment

The apparatus comprised haptic floor that enabled mechanical postural perturbations in all directions of the transversal plane, while perturbations were triggered by events in VR environment. As supporting device for balance training, a commercially available balance training and standing frame (BalanceTrainer, Medica Medizintechnik, Germany) was used. The upper frame was fixed to the base with passive controllable springs defining the stiffness of the two degrees of freedom (2 DOF) standing frame. The tilt and acceleration of the balance standing frame was measured by a commercially available Kalman-filter-based three-axis sensor (MTx, XSens Technologies, Enschede, The Netherlands). Haptic floor was designed to fit in the balance training frame and enabled movement in all directions in transversal plane. The bottom part of the device was constructed using aluminium profiles and guide rails on which plates resided in two layers. The lower layer with its DC motor (Maxon Encoder HEDS 5540, Switzerland) connected to the lower plate with steel wire served for movement in medio-lateral (M/L) directions.
and the upper layer served for movement in antero-posterior (A/P) directions. Both DC motors (Maxon DC RE40, 150W, Switzerland) with reduction gearboxes (Maxon, Planetary Gearhead GP 52, Switzerland) were equipped with encoders. A, B direction, and index signals (I) from the encoders were sampled with National Instruments (NI) high-speed digital I/O module (NI 9403, USA), while the real-time quadrature decoding and control algorithm, written in Labview 8.5 FPGA (NI) were implemented in real-time controller (NI cRIO-9014, USA). The analogue output (NI 9263 AO, USA) served as an actuator output for DC motors and was amplified with the servoamplifier Maxon 4-Q-DC (ADS 50/10, pulsed (PWM) 4-QDC Servoamplifier 50 V / 10 A). Applied quadrature decoders currently support the range of ±30000 steps, with 10000 steps/cm resolution system, and at the time of assessment managed horizontal translations of ±3 cm from centre position in A/P and M/L directions. An additional MTx accelerometer sensor was added to the top of the haptic floor. Sudden change of the sensor output was considered as the onset of the floor movement and as an initial time in data analysis.

**Goal-based task – Virtual Reality**

VR environment was modelled in VRML 2.0 and run in Matlab’s (MathWorks, USA). A goal-based task chosen by the physiotherapist consisted of movement along the path, which was filled with obstacles (benches, trees and trashcans) and designed to force the patients shifting the weight to the affected lower limb.

The inclination (tilt) of the standing frame resulted in immediate action in the designed VR. M/L tilt caused a rotation of view in vertical axis and A/P tilt enabled movement in forward or backward direction. The speed of movement in the VR world was proportional to the A/P tilt.

Every obstacle was encapsulated with vertical cylinder that was invisible for the user (Figure 2.a). When the relative distance between the centre of obstacle and the centre of avatar was less than the sum of cylinder’s and avatar’s radius, a collision with virtual object took place. At the time of the collision the ideal collision law was taken into calculation of the direction of haptic floor movement. The haptic floor, causing a translational postural perturbation, moved in the...
Figure 2: a) A view of virtual environment augmented with cylinders that represent obstacles. Arrows, which represents vector \( r \) and its \( x \) and \( y \) components, also shown in b), correspond to the floor displacement direction. Vector \( v_a \) represents patient’s movement direction inside VR.

The control of the haptic floor consisted of two control loops; the inner control loop was running at 1 kHz and presented a position controller for each DC motor (Figure 3.a) and the outer control loop consisted of VR engine, haptic controller, haptic plates and feedback tilt information (Figure 3b).

Desired directions and amplitudes of haptic floor translation were used as a reference signal set as PID controller’s reference input, expressed as the number of encoders’ counts for each direction (forward/backward and left/right). The optical encoders provided the PID controller a calculated actual position of the haptic floor. The PID controller was designed to provide an actuator signal for DC motors to assure the required dynamics (\(< 500 \text{ ms}\) to reach the 60% of the reference position). The selected DC motors pulled the steel-wires and moved the haptic floor to the desired reference position.

The PID parameters of both controllers (\(A/P, M/L\)) were set using the Ziegler-Nichols tuning method. Optimization for proportional gain (\(P\)) and derivative time was performed to set up the parameters in the way that step response would have minimal (\(< 10\%\)) overshoot and the response would be still quick enough \(\rightarrow 60\%\) of the amplitude in \(< 500 \text{ ms}\). The integral windup was overcome by setting the integral component (\(I\)) to the \(P/8\) or less to trade-off the system shaking.

Assessment protocol

Subjects were positioned firmly into the standing frame with their arms crossed and palms touching shoulders. Height of the support frame was adjusted to be in the level of subject’s pelvis. Feet were positioned on the moving support surface, so that the subject’s body was in parallel with standing frame vertical rods, side by side, in their natural standing position 5–7 cm apart. Participants from NG group were asked to stand still for about 160 seconds. Perturbations in eight different directions (forward, forward/right, right, back/right, back, back/left, left, forward/left) were generated in random order by horizontal movement of the haptic floor. Time interval between two consecutive perturbations was chosen randomly in the range between 3 and 10 seconds. The same procedure was used in the patient after stroke. Besides, the patient after stroke also participated in the VR-supported balance training lasting for 3 consecutive weeks. The physiotherapist carried out specific clinical tests to estimate the patient’s motor and balance capability.

Table 1: Clinical assessment of balance capabilities of the patient after stroke before and after 3 weeks of the VR supported balance training. Improvement can be seen in each assessment: a higher Berg’s Balance Score (BBS) and shorter times in Timed Up & Go (TUG) and 10 meter walk test (10 MWT).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before rehab.</th>
<th>After 3 weeks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BBS</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUG [s]</td>
<td>23.3 (s.d. 1.0)</td>
<td>18.0 (s.d. 0.8)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 MWT [s]</td>
<td>17.1 (s.d. 0.3)</td>
<td>(s.d. 0.5)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant \(p < 0.05\)
Figure 3: a) Outer control loop between host running virtual reality (VR) engine and haptic controller. b) Inner control loop with reference position signal ref given in steps. Encoders mounted on motor shafts supply quadrature decoder with step signals required to detect single step and its (rotation) direction. Decoder updates its internal position counter accordingly and outputs it as position.

capabilities. Berg Balance Score (BBS), a 14-item balance test, Timed Up & Go (TUG)—a stability and motor test that required standing up and walking, and 10 m walk test (10 MWT) were the tests carried out at the beginning and also at the end of the balance training period. Each VR session lasted 5 minutes and the patient after stroke carried out 3 sessions per day, 5 days per week.28

Testing of dynamic characteristics of the haptic floor

In order to demonstrate the system’s constant damping and desired displacement amplitude under load, a frequency response of the haptic floor was measured. Such analysis was required to check the stability of the system with controller and find the system’s cut off frequency. The reference signal was a pseudo-random signal with linearly rising frequencies up to 5 Hz. The signals A, B and I from both optical encoders were sampled at 1 kHz and the position was calculated within the quadrature decoder. Six measurements were conducted separately for A/P and M/L directions with displacement amplitude of 3 cm from the centre; a) three with the fixed load of 80 kg and b) three without the load.

Data analysis

The data assessed were filtered with a second-order low-pass bidirectional Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 25 Hz. Haptic floor displacement data were interpolated with smoothing spline with degree of three to enable more accurate frequency analysis. Phase margin and the gain margin of the Bode plot were calculated to check the stability of the haptic floor system. We expected that the gain cross the frequency (f \text{ ph}, \text{gain @ phase = 180°}), which would mean that our haptic floor closed-loop system was stable. The cut-off frequency of the system was determined by the set of data assessed around attenuation of -3 dB. Statistically relevant data within 2σ were used to calculate the bandwidth of the closed-loop system. The bandwidth represented the frequency range where the haptic floor system can assure failure free translational movement without significant amplitude attenuation.

Data assessed in NG group was used to build up the normative. For that purpose the mean and standard deviation of the acceleration (a\text{ abs}) of the standing frame (body) at the level of the pelvis from the onset of the haptic floor were calculated. Absolute acceleration was calculated by rotating sensor’s coordinate system to a global by angles of the standing frame’s inclination and subtracting the acceleration due to the gravity.1 Only x and y components of a\text{ abs} \text{ a}_{\text{abs}} were observed as they represent acceleration in A/P and M/L directions in transversal plane, thus the determination of a\text{ gravity} \text{ a}_{\text{gravity}} was not necessary.

\[
a_{\text{abs}} = \frac{a_{\text{abs}} - a_{\text{gravity}}}{R_{\phi} \cdot R_{\theta}}
\]

(1)

The postural response lasted less than 500 ms,39 after that we could expect a return to the equilibrium (upright posture). However, the postural response of the patient with impairments of neuromuscular system was expected to show significant deviations, especially in the diagonal perturbation directions. The back-left and back-right directions of perturbations (haptic floor translations) were considered the most critical and the most frequent in the specific VR task during balance training. Therefore, only those data were contrasted to the normative and
Results

The haptic floor’s frequency responses were analysed using Bode plot for A/P (Figure 4a) and M/L directions (Figure 4b). The measured cut-off frequency at -3 dB was 1.153 (s.d. 0.024) Hz for A/P and 0.966 (s.d. 0.086) Hz for M/L direction. The measured gain cross frequency $f_g$ was 0.21 (s.d. 0.030) Hz with phase margin 164.4° in A/P and 0.22 (s.d. 0.013) Hz with phase margin 166° in M/L direction. Phase cross frequency $f_{ph}$ was beyond the range of conducted test, thereby criterion $f_g << f_{ph}$ for system stability was satisfied in both directions. The bandwidths of the haptic floor from the Bode plot were 1.15 Hz and 0.97 Hz for A/P and M/L directions, respectively. The step response of the unloaded haptic floor resulted in a floor movement with the acceleration of 4.62 cm/s².

Figure 5a shows filtered normative responses to horizontal postural perturbations in all eight directions. If the haptic floor moves forward, the body responds with accelerated backward movement and vice versa. If the haptic floor moves right, the body responds with accelerated movement to the left. Time to peak response is 200 ms (195 ± 27) ms on average. Figure 5b demonstrates the response of the patient after stroke to perturbations in the back/right direction with peak-to-peak delays $T_{M/del} = 20$ ms, $T_{AP/del} = -46$ ms and amplitude difference $A_{AP/res} = 4.7$ cm/s² and $A_{ML/res} = 39.4$ cm/s², and in the back-left direction with peak-to-peak delays $T_{M/del} = 95$ ms, $T_{AP/del} = 21$ ms and amplitude difference $A_{AP/res} = 30$ cm/s², $A_{ML/res} = 23.4$ cm/s². AP and ML in subscripts denote A/P and M/L directions. In the back/left perturbation a weaker response was demonstrated than in the more critical direction back-right that required support on the opposite extremity, i.e. the affected right side.

Table 1 reports on a slight improvement (non-significant) of the patient's balance capabilities according to the BBS; from 47/56 up to 49/56. Mobility tests demonstrated a significant improvement of TUG (> 5 s) and 10 MWT (~ 2s) in 3-week VR supported balance training.

Discussion

In our paper, a haptic floor as a novel biofeedback for VR supported balance training and as a promising postural response assessment tool was introduced. Generation of sufficient postural perturbation to invoke postural responses has been an issue for decades due to their dynamic requirements. Multidirectional horizontal translations were managed by expensive and large hydraulic platforms and perturbations at the level of the pelvis were carried out by powerful electro-motors. However, the principle or large scale was not appropriate for the existing telerehabilitation system for balance training therefore we
designed a novel haptic floor that could be further enhanced to enable translations for each foot individually. The designed haptic floor has passed the dynamic and stability tests, despite their lower bandwidth with respect to hydraulic platforms (1.15 Hz), but could still generate horizontal perturbation and reach the final position in less than 400 ms. More important was the setting of damping and PID parameters to assure the stability of the system. The system instability may cause uncontrolled forces and movements, which may damage the equipment and/or the patient. The applied Bode plot stability analysis on the closed-loop system demonstrated controllable stability and responsiveness in the bandwidth of at least 1 Hz. We may assume that the phase crossover takes place at a higher frequency. However, the mechanical constraints of the device did not allow testing up to very high frequencies, meaning that the unstable situation is most likely out of range. Besides the device safety, the standing frame protects the participating patient from fall in case of e.g. haptic floor failure, postural instability or loss of balance.

Centre of pressure (CoP) is the most common way to follow-up the balance training outcomes and evaluate balance and postural capabilities. The findings of Sayenko et al. suggested that postural responses could be significantly improved on short term during balance training. However, it is questionable whether a short-term balance training and/or postural perturbation also have a long-term improvement effect due to the natural recovery from the acute state. But changes in postural response delays often arise from the neurological impairment of the patient, i.e. slow sensorimotor conduction. Patients usually compensate for delayed postural response by increasing the amplitude of the response and applying more voluntary control. The strategies reported were different; ankle, hip and mixed, depending on biomechanical and neural constraints. The more accurate analysis of the postural response strategies were examined using electromyography (EMG) of specific muscle groups; antagonist, planar flexors, quadriceps, hamstrings, tensor fascia lata, abdominal muscle groups and erector spinae. In our case, we assumed that the subjects in most cases applied mixed strategy (ankle and hip muscle groups activated) rather than ankle muscle synergy only because the table was mounted on the standing frame. The mechanism of postural responses could be further explained by extensive EMG analysis, but hereby we were limited to the assessment without any sensors on human body only due to the future strategy of development of telerehabilitation/telediagnostics device. We suggested an indirect assessment of postural responses by measuring the acceleration of the body through the standing frame, similar to the one reported by Yu et al.
tting that COM acceleration significantly and highly correlated with COM-COP in both A/P and M/L directions for young, elderly and stroke patients. Thus the COM acceleration could be applied as an alternative for the evaluation of postural control. Our outcomes in a single patient with stroke suggest that for both backward directions (left and right) the patient's postural control was rather weak and deviated from the normative and its standard deviation. On the left the patient applied ankle strategy, keeping the body as still as possible and on the right the response in M/L direction was rather weak, resulting in larger body – COM acceleration a while after the onset of perturbation. This was expected as the reaction of the patient had been transferring the load on the left, affected extremity. Such information on directional postural responses to the perturbations with or without VR environment may present valuable complementary information in addition to the clinical tests for the physician who is evaluating the rehabilitation progress remotely. E.g., the participating patient with stroke took part in the rehabilitation programme and the 3-week VR supported balance training, demonstrating clinical improvements in balance (BBS), mobility score (10 MWT) and combined mobility test (TUG). The physiotherapist may not need to repeat the tests frequently, but only when specific changes are noticed remotely in postural responses.

Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the haptic floor has a potential to contribute to the biofeedback and thus enhance the immersive experience of VR supported balance training and also enable a new feature – assessment of postural responses. Technically, the system has proven capable of generating adequate postural perturbations in terms of system stability and bandwidth. The standing frame prevents the risk of fall and ensures that the patient is safe during posture, balancing and postural perturbation. The electronic and power circuitries were entirely separated from the user.

In clinical terms, we may expect that the contribution of the haptic floor to the feedback for VR supported balance training would have similar therapeutic end effect as conventional balance training, but with less physical effort by the physiotherapist. But the most important features, the generation of postural perturbations in several directions and postural response assessment, may significantly contribute to the complementation of clinical test. Thus, the rehabilitation programs in a patient with stroke using rehabilitation robots and other devices could be more targeted and effective. In the future we may see haptic floor in combination with a telerehabilitation system, installed in the environment where an expert cannot be present, e.g. in patient’s home. By using appropriate mathematical tools, physiotherapist could assess patient’s postural abilities in various directions, which may be critical and present a risk of fall and therefore the patient is sent to outpatient examination only when necessary. However, a study on a large group of stroke patients is required to confirm the applicability of the proposed approach in clinical settings.
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